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the battle of the alamo february 23 march 6 1836 was a pivotal event and military engagement in the texas
revolution following a 13 day siege mexican troops under president general antonio lópez de santa anna reclaimed
the alamo mission near san antonio de béxar modern day san antonio texas united states killing most of the the
alamo is like nowhere else the jewel of texas heritage and a historic destination for the entire family discover
the place that has captured the world s attention for generations plan your visit the battle of the alamo during
texas war for independence from mexico lasted thirteen days from february 23 1836 march 6 1836 in december of 1835
a group of texan volunteer soldiers had located in the heart of san antonio the alamo tells the story of texas
independence as part of its rich and diverse 300 year history to over 1 6 million visitors every year and is the 1
most visited destination in the state of texas historic buildings priceless artifacts dramatic living history and
peaceful gardens there s something for everyone at the alamo before you visit take a look at what we have to offer
to make sure you don t miss out get tickets alamo 18th century franciscan mission in san antonio texas u s that
was the site of a historic resistance effort by a small group of determined fighters for texan independence 1836
from mexico learn more about the history of the alamo in this article battle of the alamo battle during the texas
revolution that occurred from february 23 to march 6 1836 in san antonio texas it ended in a decisive victory for
mexican forces over texian volunteers who were annihilated february 23 1836 began the siege of the alamo a 13 day
moment in history that turned a ruined spanish mission in the heart of downtown san antonio texas into a shrine
known and revered the world over there is no evidence davy crockett went down fighting as john wayne famously did
in his 1960 movie the alamo a font of misinformation there is ample testimony from mexican soldiers that discover
the true story of the battle of the alamo that marked a turning point in the texas revolution in 1836 how some 200
texans fought off nearly 2 000 mexicans before finally falling at the historic fort known as the alamo with the
release this month of the new movie the alamo filmgoers far too young to remember the 1960 epic an outsize drama
showcasing wayne as the bold frontiersman crockett or actor fess the alamo directed by john lee hancock with
dennis quaid billy bob thornton jason patric patrick wilson based on the 1836 standoff between a group of texan
and tejano men led by davy crockett and jim bowie and mexican dictator santa anna s forces at the alamo in san
antonio texas a popular telling of the battle holds that in early 1836 a small group of brave texans defended the
mission fort known as the alamo against thousands of mexican soldiers knowing it meant certain death the basic
story of the alamo is that rebellious texans captured the city of san antonio de béxar modern day san antonio
texas in a battle in december 1835 afterward they fortified the alamo a fortress like former mission in the center
of town the battle of the alamo took place in early 1836 during the texas revolution it was fought between mexican
and texan forces at a fort called the alamo in san antonio the alamo is a historic spanish mission and fortress
compound founded in the 18th century by roman catholic missionaries in what is now san antonio texas united states
it was the site of the battle of the alamo in 1836 a pivotal event of the texas revolution in which american folk
heroes james bowie and davy crockett were killed 4 the alamo directed by john wayne with john wayne richard
widmark laurence harvey frankie avalon in 1836 a small band of soldiers sacrifice their lives in hopeless combat
against a massive army in order to prevent a tyrant from smashing the new republic of texas uncover 300 years of
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history at the alamo an awe inspiring story that s more intriguing than you might imagine established in 1718 as
mission san antonio de valero the former mission now known as the alamo has been a crossroads of history centrally
located on alamo plaza in downtown san antonio the alamo features interactive tours and exhibits and hosts
reenactments of the texas revolution founded in 1718 as the first mission in san antonio the alamo served as a way
station between east texas and mexico june 20 2024 dso communications the alamo colleges district has been awarded
a grant from the u s department of state s increase and diversify education abroad for u s students ideas program
the alamo colleges district is one of 37 u s colleges and universities that will use an ideas grant to establish
expand and or broaden
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battle of the alamo wikipedia May 19 2024

the battle of the alamo february 23 march 6 1836 was a pivotal event and military engagement in the texas
revolution following a 13 day siege mexican troops under president general antonio lópez de santa anna reclaimed
the alamo mission near san antonio de béxar modern day san antonio texas united states killing most of the

visit the alamo the alamo Apr 18 2024

the alamo is like nowhere else the jewel of texas heritage and a historic destination for the entire family
discover the place that has captured the world s attention for generations plan your visit

battle of the alamo history Mar 17 2024

the battle of the alamo during texas war for independence from mexico lasted thirteen days from february 23 1836
march 6 1836 in december of 1835 a group of texan volunteer soldiers had

the alamo Feb 16 2024

located in the heart of san antonio the alamo tells the story of texas independence as part of its rich and
diverse 300 year history to over 1 6 million visitors every year and is the 1 most visited destination in the
state of texas

what s at the alamo the alamo Jan 15 2024

historic buildings priceless artifacts dramatic living history and peaceful gardens there s something for everyone
at the alamo before you visit take a look at what we have to offer to make sure you don t miss out get tickets

alamo description battle map facts britannica Dec 14 2023

alamo 18th century franciscan mission in san antonio texas u s that was the site of a historic resistance effort
by a small group of determined fighters for texan independence 1836 from mexico learn more about the history of
the alamo in this article

battle of the alamo 1836 texas revolution facts Nov 13 2023

battle of the alamo battle during the texas revolution that occurred from february 23 to march 6 1836 in san
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antonio texas it ended in a decisive victory for mexican forces over texian volunteers who were annihilated

battle of the alamo historynet Oct 12 2023

february 23 1836 began the siege of the alamo a 13 day moment in history that turned a ruined spanish mission in
the heart of downtown san antonio texas into a shrine known and revered the world over

it s time to correct the myths about the battle of alamo time Sep 11 2023

there is no evidence davy crockett went down fighting as john wayne famously did in his 1960 movie the alamo a
font of misinformation there is ample testimony from mexican soldiers that

how the battle of the alamo turned the tide in the texas Aug 10 2023

discover the true story of the battle of the alamo that marked a turning point in the texas revolution in 1836 how
some 200 texans fought off nearly 2 000 mexicans before finally falling at the historic fort known as the alamo

remembering the alamo smithsonian Jul 09 2023

with the release this month of the new movie the alamo filmgoers far too young to remember the 1960 epic an
outsize drama showcasing wayne as the bold frontiersman crockett or actor fess

the alamo 2004 imdb Jun 08 2023

the alamo directed by john lee hancock with dennis quaid billy bob thornton jason patric patrick wilson based on
the 1836 standoff between a group of texan and tejano men led by davy crockett and jim bowie and mexican dictator
santa anna s forces at the alamo in san antonio texas

explained the truth behind the legend of the alamo britannica May 07 2023

a popular telling of the battle holds that in early 1836 a small group of brave texans defended the mission fort
known as the alamo against thousands of mexican soldiers knowing it meant certain death

15 facts about the battle of the alamo thoughtco Apr 06 2023

the basic story of the alamo is that rebellious texans captured the city of san antonio de béxar modern day san
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antonio texas in a battle in december 1835 afterward they fortified the alamo a fortress like former mission in
the center of town

battle of the alamo background events and aftermath Mar 05 2023

the battle of the alamo took place in early 1836 during the texas revolution it was fought between mexican and
texan forces at a fort called the alamo in san antonio

alamo mission wikipedia Feb 04 2023

the alamo is a historic spanish mission and fortress compound founded in the 18th century by roman catholic
missionaries in what is now san antonio texas united states it was the site of the battle of the alamo in 1836 a
pivotal event of the texas revolution in which american folk heroes james bowie and davy crockett were killed 4

the alamo 1960 imdb Jan 03 2023

the alamo directed by john wayne with john wayne richard widmark laurence harvey frankie avalon in 1836 a small
band of soldiers sacrifice their lives in hopeless combat against a massive army in order to prevent a tyrant from
smashing the new republic of texas

remember the alamo the alamo Dec 02 2022

uncover 300 years of history at the alamo an awe inspiring story that s more intriguing than you might imagine
established in 1718 as mission san antonio de valero the former mission now known as the alamo has been a
crossroads of history

the alamo visit san antonio Nov 01 2022

centrally located on alamo plaza in downtown san antonio the alamo features interactive tours and exhibits and
hosts reenactments of the texas revolution founded in 1718 as the first mission in san antonio the alamo served as
a way station between east texas and mexico

state department s ideas program awards acd grant alamo Sep 30 2022

june 20 2024 dso communications the alamo colleges district has been awarded a grant from the u s department of
state s increase and diversify education abroad for u s students ideas program the alamo colleges district is one
of 37 u s colleges and universities that will use an ideas grant to establish expand and or broaden
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